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curi icw Matter and Bonding Review

A. Fill in the blanks (use the following list)

accuracy atomic radius chemical change compound covalent bond
electron affinity electroriegativity element intermolecular forces intramolecular forces
ionic bond ionization energy isoelectronic isotope matter

mixture physical change polar molecule precision pure substance

significant digits

1. fl41( rY ff( forces must be overcome during a physical change in state.

2. ‘c (‘ ci D - ‘ f forces must be overcome during a chemical change

3. The trend that increases down a group and decreases across a period is OcrI C- fa
4. NO29 is held together by JOS c r S

5. When a scientist records a target value, this demonstrates of C C’d

6. The air we breathe is classified as a

____________________

7. Both 2 and Ne are considered to be etC+Yt c

8. S’ c c’ are an indication of the level of precision of the equipment used.

9. Thehange in energç7when an electron is added to an atom is a measure of ecron aff’i’t4-y in kJ/mol.
10. 3Li and 63Li are considered

______________

of lithium.

B. True or False (If the statement is false, rewrite the statement to make it true)

11. Ionization energy is a measure of atomic size from the nucleus to the valence electrons in pm.
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12. Accuracy is a synonym for precision. /
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O• !ialleability is a physical property that describes matter’s ability to stretch into a wire.
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14. 6.78 mL has 3 significant digits. ‘ hor’’ f(4i :.:.,.,
,

l5jJ89 kg is 5.8 x 106 mg when expressed with 2 significant digits.

16. The precision rule is used when calculating with multiplication or division.

/

17. A ionic bond occurs 4,hen the tEN value is between 3.3 and 1.7.
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C. Similarities/bifferences (describe similarities/differences between each pair)

18. accuracy / precision 19. physical change / chemical change
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20. ionization energy / electron affinity 21. ionic bond / covalent bond
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“—22. cation / anion 23. polar covalent bond / pure covalent bond
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b. Multiple choice (Choose the best answer)

24. Which of the following was contributed to atomic theory by Neils Bohr?

Q a) aisin Bun Model
b) biscovery of the proton
c) biscovery of the neutron
JEnergy levels

25. Place the following atoms in order of increasing size (smallest to biggest) 5, P, Se, K.
a) P, 5, Se, K
b) P, K, Se, S
c) 5, P, K, Se

5, P, Se, K

26. Place the following atoms in order of increasing ionization energy (smallest to biggest) Hg, Cu, Au, Ag
a) Hg, Cu, Au, Ag
b) Cu, Ag, Au, Hg
c) Hg, Au, Ag, Cu

Au, Hg, Ag, Cu

27. Place the following atoms in order of increasing electron affinity (smallest to biggest)
(Fr, Ti, Zn, F
b) Zn, Ti, Fr, F
c) F, Ti, Fr, Zn
d) F, Zn, Ti, Fr

The shape of 5i02 is —
linear
b) pyramidal U = 0
c) v-shaped
d) tetrahedral

29. The shape of F3 is
a) linear

pyramidal \\‘ P \\ —
c) v-shaped
d) tetrahedral

30. The EN for a non-polar covalent bond is —

a) 0
b) 1.7 - 0.5
c) 3.3 - 1.7
()0.1 - 0.5

31. The number of electrons in 2713 Al is
a) 27
b) 13
c) 14
(10



E. brawing
32. Complete the following table.
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Structure 3-b biogram
(include partial charges and dipole moments)

Name of Shape
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F. biagrams

33. brow a Bohr-Rutherford biagram for nitrogen.

34. a. Using Lewis dot diagrams, show the bonding between lithium and chlorine.
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C b. The cation is isoelectric with and the anion is isoelectric with

________

35. Using Lewis dot diagrams, show the bonding between carbon and bromine. Make sure to include partial charges.
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36. Summarize the properties of ionic, polar covalent, non-polar covalent and pure covalent compounds and include an

example of each type of compound.

I IONIC POLAR COVALENT II NON-POLAR cOVALENT I[ PVR COVALENT
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